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Phasing of two jet streaks can be seen at 00UTC Feb 2.  Jet becomes enhanced and 
negatively tilted
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Strongest vorticity concentrated in New England as the storm was departing early on 
the 3rd
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Strong Frontogenetical band develops over western CT and the Hudson Valley, with 
frontolysis occurring in the Mid-Atlantic 
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Primary band of frontogenesis begins to weaken and decay early on the 2nd, and a 
new stronger band develops over northern NE by the afternoon
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Indicating strong easterly winds over Upstate NY mountains. This caused subsidence 
to the west of the mountains, meaning drier air and lower snow totals. 
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WAA continuing in SE New England. Now strong CAA for the rest of the Northeast
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Topographic map shown to highlight the down sloping affects north of Albany
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Strong PGF along the NY/NJ coasts as the Low pushed north into area of much higher 
pressure. Isobars closest along Long Island
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Northeasterly surface winds, with 996mb low off the coast. Very strong PGF along the 
Jersey Shore and LI.
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Main precip shield expanding inland, with dry slot evident in Long island and NJ 
resulting in the onset of mixing. Dry air cutting down totals in upstate NY
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High totals for Tri-State area with “snowhole” evident in the Saratoga region. 
Maximum of 36 inches of snow reported in eastern PA. 
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Zonal wind is anomalously high at 850 hpa, indicative of strong easterly winds, while 
specific humidity is also anomalously high across New England.
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Veering winds indicate WAA. Barely showing snow soundings
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Winds continue to veer, with what appears to be Sleet soundings present
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HREF indicated a 30-40% chance of seeing blizzard conditions across northern LI and 
southern CT
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Showing 3+ inches of snow fell in 3 hours in parts of the Hudson valley. 32 contour 
right along NYC and LI
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Showing a general 1-2 tenths of an inch of ice along I-95 corridor
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Widespread wind gusts of 40-50mph along all of LI and a majority of the NJ coastline. 
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Heavy wet snow for the NYC metro at the time, with sleet/freezing rain occurring just 
offshore
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Shows a very well forecast storm for the Tri-State area. Northern edge of the precip
shield appears to have verified well.
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32-degree mark outlined, showing temperatures pushing above freezing for NYC and 
LI late on the 2nd. Cold air is locked in just further northwest. 
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Comparison of both high end and low-end forecasts from NWS Albany. Showed 12-18 
inches and 4-6 inches for Albany respectfully.
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Official snowfall forecast for the NWS Albany forecast area. Sharp gradient with 6-8 
inches just north of Albany and 12-18 inches just south. Albany outlined in green. 
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Snowfall analysis for the Albany forecast area. About 8 inches fell in Albany, with over 
12 inches just south and under 6 inches just north.
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NWS over forecasted snow totals for the Saratoga region, underestimating the 
amount of down sloping present
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